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for Digital Twin
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Benefit to Customer
A digital twin solution company wanted to identify
assets and data from client’s various operation,
engineering documents to populate into a digital twin
platform. IPS iWorkflow Digitalization is designed to
help customers efficiently identify asset tags and
critical asset information, link 2D and 3D to automate
data population for digital twin.

IPS Solution
iWorkflow Digitalization integrates iDrawings and iDocuments AI solution,
efficiently identifies asset and critical operation data on all types of documents,
making it possible to extract data from a large data set, generate document
register, tag register, link 2D and 3D information, and automate data population
for digital twin

Data Extraction

Data Structuring

Applying IPS’s iWorkflow AI solution, IPS was able to
extract asset information and data from drawings and
documents, generate tag register, link 2D documents
with 3D, and automate asset data to make scanned
models intelligent in 30% of the time as compared to
doing it manually.

The Challenge
1

Operation companies are driving digital
transformation and moving into digital twins with
laser scans

2

To turn a dumb 3D model into an operational
digital twin, it requires: identifying all assets,
extracting critical information, linking 2D and 3D,
and populating this information into the digital
twin environment

3

Data Population

Given the large number of engineering,
operation and vendor documents, manually
identifying all asset information in such a large
dataset becomes almost impossible. This
becomes a bottleneck for digital transformation.

iWorkflow Digital Twin integrates IPS AI Solutions to automate business
workflow and replace majority of manual work. IPS AI technology
extracts Asset and operation data from different formats of drawings,
datasheets, lists, records, creates structured data linked through tag
system. Automates the data input into digital twin, engineering or
scanned models. AI efficiently extracts asset data, enables intelligent
data in 3D scanned models and digital twins
Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website
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2 ~ 10 X Productivity Gains
50 ~ 70% Schedule Saving
50 ~ 70% Cost Saving

www.ips-ai.com to request a demo

